
THE ICE EFFECT

ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3
RESERVOIRS TAILWATERS RIVERS

Anglers can find a variety of open and icy water to test their winter fishing skills.  
Here are some tips on what trout are doing underneath.

 
• Alcova
• Boysen
• Flaming Gorge

• Jackson Lake
• Buffalo Bill

 
• Miracle Mile
• Grey Reef
• Green River below Fontenelle

• Wind and Bighorn rivers below Boysen
• Shoshone River below Buffalo Bill
• Snake River below Jackson Lake

 
• Crow Creek between Crystal and  

Granite reservoirs
• North Platte River (near Casper)
• Green River (below the mouth of  

the Big Sandy River)

SPOTS TO TRY: SPOTS TO TRY: SPOTS TO TRY:uTACTICS: Follow the food. Try a variety of live bait, jigs and lures.  
Start shallow and follow the new ice, an effective strategy to continue 
finding fish as the season wears on. Actively feeding fish will be where 
new ice is forming. Use caution and stay a safe distance from edges of 
new ice, thickness may vary. Good to try: Swedish pimple, wax worm 
on a colorful jig head, ice flies.

uTACTICS: They’re looking for a cheeseburger, but they’ll take a french 
fry. To catch big fish in tailwaters, use what they’re eating and fish 
where they live. Use tiny flies that look like big zooplankton, anything 
size 22 or smaller. But also try streamers that look like small minnows 
you think live in the river. Good to try: #22 gnats, streamers.

uTACTICS: When ice forms, fish the margins where shelf ice is catching on. 
Shelf ice forms in slower moving water first, which trout like, and also 
deflects floating frazil ice. Watch for mink or mink tracks, they’ll lead to 
where the fishing is good and provide anglers with a little competition. 
Good to try: big streamers or bead-head nymphs they can’t miss along 
the edge of shelf ice.

uFOOD: Trout here feed mostly on tiny, drifting animal-like organisms called zooplankton found mid-lake and scuds in the vegetation near shore. 
Zooplankton feed on phytoplankton, microscopic plants like algae that need sunlight to grow. As ice thickens and covers with snow, light penetration 
declines. Zooplankton and phytoplankton numbers plummet and trout become lethargic and change their feeding patterns.

uFOOD: Warmer water pumped from the bottom of a reservoir carries abundant zooplankton, but most are too small for trout to consume. Large trout living 
here can eat minnows and smaller trout. Those are like energy bars that let big fish persist and sometimes even put on weight. Since the water stays open 
and illuminated by sunlight all winter, trout are active feeders, spending a lot of energy trying to eat anything they see as food. 

uFOOD: Food here is limited and forming ice is constantly changing the places trout can find sanctuary and conserve energy. There 
aren’t as many insects here. Fish can survive five months or more under the ice without eating much, but get skinny and have massive 
appetites heading into spring. 

uThe best fishing is right after ice-up, 
in shallow water near shores and 
inflows where ice forms first.

uWhen ice covers the lake, trout move 
to deeper water away from the shore. 
But trout can usually be found in the 
top 20 feet, where light penetrates. 
The longer ice is on, the slower 
fishing gets.

uIf reservoir 
levels are 
steady, scuds 
grow in shoreline 
vegetation all winter. 
If water fluctuates, 
bugs can’t grow 
near shore, so trout 
move throughout the 
reservoir in search 
of a good-sized meal 
like minnows or 

zooplankton.

uMost Wyoming 
reservoirs release water 
from the bottom, so 
water coming out of 
the dam is about 40 
degrees — too warm 
for ice to form. The 
ice-free stretch of river 
that never freezes can 
extend 3-15 miles below 
a dam.

uTailwaters begin at the base of a dam. 
More big trout per mile can be found 
here than in the rest of the river. Big 
trout dominate because they don’t have 
to expend too much energy to get food.

uTrout never want to work harder than they 
have to. Cutthroats, rainbows and browns will 
rest in deep, slow water next to feeding lanes, 
where they can dart out, grab a bite and return 
to shelter. Browns will always occupy the best 
habitat, usually with a big boulder in the mix.

uAs winter progresses, small 
fish get weaker. When slushy 
frazil ice begins to form, it 
can plug a trout’s gills, forcing 
the fish to move. That’s when 
small trout seek the shelter of 
shelf ice along a river’s edge.

uIce usually forms a cap that 
covers with snow and prevents 
light from penetrating. Trout 
hunker down in deep, dark 

holes to wait out the winter. 
Their main focus is surviv-
al, secondary is eating.

uRainbow and cutthroat still remain in deep 
holes but don’t need boulders to be happy, 
except during severe ice events. Then they go 
looking for shelter, but the browns are already 
there and aren’t taking boarders.

Mink travel along banks, grabbing trout under shelf 
ice. One Game and Fish study revealed more than half 
of all trout lost during the winter disappeared within 
three days of frazil ice forming in the river. Over a 
quarter of those were snagged by mink.

uMost bigger trout have more energy reserves 
than small fish and can stick around in tail-
waters even without a lot to eat. uWater temperatures change with depth. In the summer, 

colder water is deeper. But in the winter, the coolest water 
is on top and warmer water is at the bottom of the reservoir. 
There is a layer of water dividing the cool from warm where 
the temperature change is the greatest, that’s called the 
thermocline. Trout seek out the thermocline, hanging just 
below it to gorge on zooplankton that also look for the 
slightly warmer water. When ice fishing, the thermocline 
sometimes shows up on sonar as a steady line of clutter.    

STAY SAFE ON THE ICE
• Always fish with a friend.
• On reservoirs and lakes, make sure ice is at least 
4 inches thick. Check it every 100 to 150 feet as you 
walk.
• Avoid fissures in the ice and significant sized 
cracks. Clear ice is stronger than cloudy or white ice, 
which has frozen, thawed and refrozen and is not 
always stable. White ice can also be from air bubbles 
or frozen snow and is much weaker than clear ice. 

For white ice, double the recommended thickness.
• Fluctuating water levels in reservoirs and wind 
impact ice thickness and can create dangerous ice 
conditions. 
• Wear a life jacket and carry ice picks, a blanket 
and extra clothes in case of an emergency.
• Game and Fish discourages driving any motorized 
vehicle on a frozen lake.
• Don’t stand on or cross rivers or other moving 
water that has frozen over.

AN ICY MEAL IS LESS FILLING
A trout’s gills have 

gill filaments on one 
side — the things that 
capture oxygen from the 
water and give off carbon 
dioxide, like our lungs. 

The other side contains 
gill rakers, like fingers 
that filter out food and 
shuttle it into a trout’s 

throat and down to its 
stomach.

In the winter, only 
small insects and zoo-
plankton drift by for food, 
and gill rakers are too far 
apart to filter those out. 
The trout spend more 
energy chasing food than 
they get out of eating it. 

SHELF ICE (forms along river banks and 
is an overhead cover where fish hide)

PANCAKE ICE 
(floating chunks)

CAP ICE (fully iced-over river)
 FRAZIL ICE (crystals that can plug fish gills and 
force them to deeper water or under shelf ice) u u

u

u

u


